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Negotiation is one of the most important 
parts of transaction behaviors. However, 
negotiators’ miscomprehension in the other 
parties’ preference usually causes blind 
yielding, which leads to loss in attaining 
profits ; even causes indispensable animosity, 
which leads to negotiation rupture. For the 
sake of providing negotiators guidelines in 
bargaining, this thesis, on the basis of “Two 
Parties Multi-issues Negotiation” and 
“ Multi-Attribute Utility Theory” , intends to 
develop a “Negotiation Support System? 
functioning in predicting opposite parties’ 
preference. Based on history of the 
differences in offers raised from opposite 
parties, complied with “utility difference 
filtering method”, as well as GUI, this system 
can precisely summarize the opponents’ 
preference, in order to master the situation 
during negotiation and gain the results that 
fulfill their own advantage. To verify the 
effectiveness of system, we carry out a 
large-scale experiment. The result of 
experiment successfully verifies the 
preciseness and effectiveness in predicting 
opponents’ behaviors. 
Keywords: Negotiation Support System, 
Opponents’ Preferences Prediction, 































































































































































































// Pi, Pi-1 are the proposal of the opponents 
// set possible solution SOL to empty set ;  
//record the possible preference of the opponents 
Proposal nextProposal(OurPTable, Pi, Pi-1) {  
if (!settled()) { 
foreach combination of (w1,w2, ..,wn) { 
foreach type of u(xi) { 
if (U(Pi)-U(Pi-1) < 
 max_u_difference) 
SOL = SOL U {(w,u)} 
         } 
     } 
// select a proposal p from our 
// proposal table with the maximum 
//avaerage utility which guided by SOL; 
return curMaxAvgUtility(OurProposalTable) ;  
} else  
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